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Queens
Discover Queens, New York City's Best-Kept Secret!
Manhattan is touristy; Brooklyn is turning
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mainstream; and Queens is now the up-and-coming
borough in New York. With food from every corner of
the world, major sporting venues, quirky nightlife, and
rich history and cultural institutions to boot, Queens
has just about everything a visitor could want. This
handy reference explores Queens neighborhood by
neighborhood, and even those familiar with the
borough will discover new hidden gems that they
never knew existed. This guidebook includes: *
Detailed coverage and maps of the major
neighborhoods like Astoria, Jackson Heights, Long
Island City, Forest Hills, and Sunnyside * Daytrips to
interesting but more far-flung spots in the borough
like Jamaica Bay National Wildlife Refuge * The best
restaurants serving every possible type of cuisine *
Cultural attractions and nightlife spots worth the
subway fare from Manhattan. * Contributions from
major figures in the community, including the
president of Queens College and the director of PS1.

Hispanas de Queens
To know the Sweet Potato Queens is to love them,
and if you haven't heard about them yet, you will.
Since the early 1980s, this group of belles gone bad
has been the toast of Jackson, Mississippi, with their
glorious annual appearance in the St. Patrick's Day
parade. In The Sweet Potato Queens' Book of Love,
their royal ringleader, Jill Conner Browne, introduces
the Queens to the world with this sly, hilarious
manifesto about love, life, men, and the importance
of being prepared. Chapters include: • The True Magic
Words Guaranteed to Get Any Man to Do Your Bidding
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• The Five Men You Must Have in Your Life at All
Times • Men Who May Need Killing, Quite Frankly •
What to Eat When Tragedy Strikes, or Just for
Entertainment • The Best Advice Ever Given in the
Entire History of the World From tales of the infamous
Sweet Potato Queens' Promise to the joys of
Chocolate Stuff and Fat Mama's Knock You Naked
Margaritas, this irreverent, shamelessly funny book is
the gen-u-wine article.

Queens and Power in Medieval and Early
Modern England
Walking Queens
The borough of Queens, New York, has seen many
historical and geographical changes. Marshlands,
woods, and farms gave way to factories, thriving
communities, and the nation's premier arterial
highway system. Queens offers a rare look at New
York City's largest borough, featuring many neverbefore-seen images.

Queen's University
The image, status and function of queens and
empresses, regnant and consort, in kingdoms
stretching from England to Jerusalem in the European
middle ages.

The Queen's Wing
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Home to more than 2.3 million people who speak at
least 150 different languages, Queens is heralded as
the most multicultural place on Earth. People go there
to watch Major League Baseball or the U.S. Open.
Perhaps they venture just across the river, to check
out a trendy new restaurant, bar, or performance
space in Long Island City or Astoria, or ride the train
all the way out to the beach on a summer's day. Now,
with Walking Queens by local author Adrienne Onofri,
readers get to know the whole borough. Each walk
tells the story of a neighborhood: how it developed
originally and how it's transformed over the years.
Readers are pointed to distinctive architecture,
landmark buildings, popular eateries, ethnic enclaves,
celebrity residences, art and performance spaces, and
natural scenery. There are tours that reveal forgotten
moments in Queens history, or position you for a
stunning view, or immerse you in all the sights,
scents, and sounds of a melting pot. Maps and
transportation directions make it easy to find your
way. Whether you're looking for an afternoon stroll or
a daylong outing, grab this book and start walking
Queens!

The Lives of the Kings & Queens of
England
This book explores a fairly unique wine marketing
topic by examining the role and historic function of
Wine Queens and Wine Kings. The author charts the
history of Wine Queens in Europe, the Americas and
Asia, while also focusing on cases from Slovenia. The
difference between Wine Queens and Beauty Queens
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is also described in light of marketing approaches
used in the wine industry. The book concludes with a
thoughtful chapter on the role of objectification of
women in profit seeking.

Queens, Regents and Potentates
Examines the history of the British royalty from 1066
to the present, including biographical sketches and
tidbits of information on such interesting figures as
Lady Jane Grey and Henry VIII.

The Proclamations of the Tudor Queens
A dark mafia romance novel by International
Bestselling Author, Nikita Slater. She despised them
all, yet she was wife to one. Drifting in a world of
glittering diamonds, mansions, lunches and designer
clothes, Casey Hernandez could happily disappear,
except the life of the mafia wife demanded she
remain and play her part. One misstep and she would
face the monster who marked her as his own. Reyes
wanted the stunning blond with the furious eyes. He
was going to ruin her life, take her from everything
she knew and own every inch of her. Hard, brutal,
mean. Exactly how he was. Exactly how this world
had shaped him. Because he could. She was about to
become spoils of war. And when he finally had his
woman, they would rise up together; the king and his
scarred queen. This book is standalone. Guaranteed
HEA, NO cheating, NO cliffhanger. Sizzling dark mafia
romance. Read at your own risk!
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Three Medieval Queens
Don't let the tiaras fool you: Adler and Fertig may
advocate having fun while cooking, but they are
serious about barbecue. They just know that women
approach barbecuing differently than men: thinking
about the whole meal, how to prep efficiently, how to
energize leftovers, how to get creative with their
recipes. The authors present all the basics, from
ingredients and equipment to technique and
preparations. Then they expand the repertoire by
offering a variety of marinades, sauces, sides, and
more sophisticated recipes. Factor in their queenly
charm and wit, and you'll have as great a time
reading as you do barbecuing.

The Queen of Sorrow
This book is an innovative study offering the first
examination of how three fourteenth-century English
queens, Margaret of France, Isabella of France, and
Philippa of Hainault, exercised power and authority. It
frames its analysis around four major themes: gender;
status; the concept of the crown; and power and
authority.

Memoirs of the Queens of France
Old Queens, N.Y., in Early Photographs
This second volume in the history of Queen's
University places the development of the university in
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the context of its relationships with a growing
Canadian nation.

Lost Trolleys of Queens and Long Island
This collection brings together studies of beauty
contests in 14 different cultures. The essays discuss
the ways gender ideologies are represented in
contests and highlight the strategic and political uses
to which contests are put.

Lives of the Queens of England
Sixteen full-color, accurately costumed paper dolls
recapture the magnificent dress and regal bearing of
Cleopatra, Nefertiti, Grace Kelly, and 13 other royal
women. 16 additional costumes. Notes.

Queens and Queenship in Medieval
Europe
Great Empresses and Queens Paper Dolls
in Full Color
Six voluptuous B-movie "scream queens" revive their
fading acting careers by presenting a musical revue
for their fans at a science fiction and horror film
convention.--From publisher description.

Scream Queens
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Higher education is an unlikely venue for showcasing
ideals of femininity, yet campus beauty pageants
have increased in popularity in a cultural marketplace
conjoining personal empowerment with beauty and
style. Karen Tice examines the desires and racial and
political agendas that propel students onto collegiate
catwalks.

The Book of Queens
"GOLD, GUTS AND GROG," Part Three One tablespoon
of cayenne peppers, 2 ounces of 100 proof vodka, and
3 ounces of tomato juice makes one fantastic Bloody
Murder. So does double-crossing the Rat Queens and
foolishly thinking you can get away with it. Drink up!

Scarred Queen
Queens
An amazing assortment of electric trolley lines once
traversed the towns and villages of Queens and Long
Island. With names like Jamaica Central, Northport
Traction, Ocean Electric, and the Steinway lines, some
meandered across meadows and hills while others
sped over elevated tracks. There was even one line
that had streetcars but no tracks. In the end, all of
them helped stitch the countryside into the
concentrated suburban area it is today--with barely a
trace of the trolleys left anywhere.

Two Queens, Wilhelmina, Juliana,
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1898-1948
‘Took my heart out of my chest, stomped on it and
then put it back, while whispering, "Keep reading"…
This book was amazing.’ Awesome Alitza, 5 stars 'I
was born to fight,’ I used to say. But now I know it
isn’t true. I was born to be a pawn in the great game
of royal houses, married to someone – anyone – my
family deems suitable… Bel would do anything to
spend her days alongside her best friend and
childhood sweetheart Shae – training in the art of
ancient combat, hoping to some day live up to the
legacy left by the mother she lost as a child. But when
a mysterious and deadly attack on the capital lands
Bel’s father unexpectedly on the throne, her life is
forever changed. In order to secure her father’s new
empire, Bel is forced to travel to a distant land to
marry its recently widowed ruler, Conleith. For any
other young woman the chance to become royalty
would be a dream come true, but for Bel, the rigidity
of court life is like a prison sentence. And while
Conleith is an unexpectedly intriguing – and attractive
– puzzle… could she ever love him when it would
mean turning her back on her feelings for Shae, her
first love and last connection to home? Then a brutal
assassination attempt nearly takes her life, and Bel
learns that there’s more on the line than just her
happiness. Is it the same faceless enemy who
attacked her homeland and, with dangers around
every corner, who in the palace can she trust? A heartstoppingly magical new novel that will keep you
turning the pages. Perfect for fans of The Selection,
Bella Forrest and Sarah J. Maas. Readers absolutely
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love The Queen’s Wing: ‘WOW WOW WOW, what an
incredible debut… a gripping tale full of action,
romance, strategy and finding the strength within… a
fantastically written heroine and I was besotted with
her and her story from the first chapter.’
Esotericerlixir, 5 stars ‘Oh my good lord this book was
AMAZING. Bel is an absolute badass of a character,
the world was so unique, and the plot was
tantalizing… I loved it.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘WOW!
Thorne delivers a captivating, audacious, epically
written fantasy novel. I could not put this book down
for so many reasons… Bel's feelings felt raw, real, and
I could feel the lump in my throat every time she
experienced them herself.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5
stars ‘Hands down this is one of the best books I have
read in a long time… It's breath-taking and special
and legitimately made me laugh and cheer out loud
and yes, cry. Must read. Must buy. Must share with
everyone you know.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I
haven't closed my eyes, and I'm not entirely sure I've
breathed properly for at least an hour… I finished it in
one sitting. I am so tired it's unreal, but it was worth
it… fantastic.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘I am in love with
this world… kept me hooked and gripping my tablet
for 4 straight hours… Battle and war, love and loss,
fear and fire and triumph and loyalty… this book has
something for everyone.’ Evanescent Flames Books, 5
stars 'I love the badass female characters… especially
Bel, I want more of her!! just wowed me… I can’t rave
about this enough!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This
books is awesome… it’s that kind of book you wish
you could erase from your memory so you can read it
again and again… so so epic!!’ Rach’s Books ‘To
quote Mary Poppins… this novel is, "Practically perfect
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in every way." This book took my heart out of my
chest, stomped on it and then put it back, while
whispering, "Keep reading"… reminds me of
something Sarah J. Maas would write I NEED the
second one.' Awesome Alitza, 5 stars ‘A heartstoppingly magical new novel that will keep you
turning the pages. Perfect for fans of The Selection,
Bella Forrest and Sarah J. Maas. This book was oh so
hard to put down.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

The Albion Queens, Or the Death of Mary
Queen of Scots, a Tragedy
Set in the magical world of Renthia, The Queen of
Blood is Sarah Beth Durst’s ambitious entry into adult
epic fantasy. With the danger of Peter Brett’s The
Warded Man, heart of Naomi Novik’s Uprooted, and
lyricism of Patrick Rothfuss’ The Name of the Wind,
this is the first chapter in a series destined to be a
classic. Everything has a spirit: the willow tree with
leaves that kiss the pond, the stream that feeds the
river, the wind that exhales fresh snow . . . But the
spirits that reside within this land want to rid it of all
humans. One woman stands between these
malevolent spirits and the end of humankind: the
queen. She alone has the magical power to prevent
the spirits from destroying every man, woman, and
child. But queens are still just human, and no matter
how strong or good, the threat of danger always
looms. With the position so precarious, young women
are chosen to train as heirs. Daleina, a seemingly
quiet academy student, is under no illusions as to her
claim to the throne, but simply wants to right the
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wrongs that have befallen the land. Ven, a disgraced
champion, has spent his exile secretly fighting against
the growing number of spirit attacks. Joining forces,
these daring partners embark on a treacherous quest
to find the source of the spirits’ restlessness—a
journey that will test their courage and trust, and
force them to stand against both enemies and friends
to save their land . . . before it’s bathed in blood.

Beauty Queens on the Global Stage
Empire builders, legendary leaders, revolutionary
rebels, powerful pioneers, and more discover more
than 100 wonder women who prove that girls totally
rule. They're queens wielding scepters and sitting on
thrones, they're revolutionaries on the front lines of
change, they're presidents and prime ministers
leading their nation, or they're CEOs, scientists, sports
legends, and artists who are have risen to the top of
their fields. Welcome to The Book of Queens, where
being a mighty monarch doesn't just mean wearing a
crown. Leaders like these come from all over the
globe and have different talents. But most of all? They
rule! Are you ready to be inspired by the most
powerful women in history? Some wielded their might
for good while others let their power go to their
heads. Yet all were powerful people who changed the
course of history. From Elizabeth I to Cleopatra to
Beyonce, every regal ruler in this book showcases the
kind of guts, smarts, and strength it takes to lead.
And while there are some wonder women you might
recognize, others may leave you wondering why so
many brave, smart, and hardworking ladies have
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gone unnoticed until now. Whether real-life royals or
average Janes who rose to rule, get ready to be
inspired by their stories.

The Sweet Potato Queens' Book of Love
This study investigates the independent prerogative
which Mary I and Elizabeth I exercised through royal
proclamations. These public documents were
announced throughout England, informing men and
arguing the Queen's positions, commanding local
officials to perform specific actions, and on occasion
creating new but temporary law that was designed to
meet crisis situation when no delay could be
tolerated. The theoretical relationship between this
prerogative power and the existing statutory law has
been the subject of much debate. This study adds an
element previously neglected, the investigation of the
Queens' actual use of the proclamations, showing that
they did innovate with vigour and legislate in them,
but only to supplement and not supplant the law, and
within the limits slowly being formulated in the
sixteenth century. Professor Youngs demonstrates
how the proclamations affected domestic security and
foreign affairs, social and economic matters, and
religion.

Queens
In the Queens' Parlor
Recalls "good old days" in Maspeth, Jamaica, Astoria,
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Jackson Heights, other areas: DeWitt Clinton mansion,
hotel where Washington slept (1790), plus recent
landmarks — Astoria Studios, 1939 World's Fair,
more. 261 prints.

Lives of the Queens of England from the
Norman Conquest
The Queen of Blood
Exploding the traditional myth that view queens as
simply an appendage to the king, these essays
explore the social and cultural constructions of female
power. This volume does more than merely identify
and describe queens, but rather, offers its readers an
understanding of the roles of these 'dominant
women', situated within archaeological discourse that
change our assumptions about female-ruled societies.
Examining the ancient societies in Asia, North and
South America, Europe and Africa, the authors
explore the powerful positions held by queens, as well
as the role that gender played in their kingdoms.
Spearheading the notion that 'women's work' is not
the same in all cultures, the contributions in this
volume compel readers to rethink gender
relationships and ideology in our cultures.

Writing Renaissance Queens
This authoritative and accessible guide to the British
monarchy spans the Romano-British rulers of 55 BC to
the present day House of Windsor. Generously
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illustrated with maps, photos, paintings, and
genealogies, it contains a wealth of information on
the rulers of Britain, including their policies,
personalities, key dates, and legacies. There are
almost 600 entries, which are organised by regions up
to 1066 and by royal lines thereafter. Feature articles
throughout the guide provide in-depth information on
key royal topics, including Coronations, Regalia, the
Tower of London, and - new to this edition Westminster Abbey and St Paul's Cathedral. Revised
and updated to include recent events, such as the
second marriage of Prince Charles, this new edition
also contains a topical introductory article on the
changing role of the monarchy. There is a useful
glossary, a list of recommended further reading, and
a new appendix of recommended web links, accessed
and kept up to date via a companion website.
Comprehensive and elegantly written, this fascinating
guide to the British monarchy is an essential
reference resource for teachers and students of
British history, and for anyone with an interest in
Britain's rulers through the ages.

Wine Queens
This book examines writing both by and about
Renaissance women rulers. It offers detailed analyses
of poems, letters, and other writings by both Elizabeth
I and Mary, Queen of Scots, and situates these firmly
within the context of other literary figurings of
Renaissance queens and queenship. It looks at a
range of texts, ranging from the polemical (and
largely ephemeral) treatises on the questions of
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female rule which were prompted by the sudden
explosion of women rulers, to works by Shakespeare,
Milton, and Elizabeth Cary, as well as the anonymous
Arden of Faversham. The book as a whole thus
explores both how Renaissance queens wrote
themselves and how they were written by others.

Rat Queens #3
Volume 4 (1853) of this pioneering work covers Mary
Stuart's early reign, up to the birth of James VI.

Historical memoirs of the queens of
England
The battle between vicious spirits and strong-willed
queens that started in the award-winning The Queen
of Blood and continued in the powerful The Reluctant
Queen comes to a stunning conclusion in The Queen
of Sorrow, the final volume of Sarah Beth Durst’s
Queens of Renthia trilogy. Queen Daleina has yearned
to bring peace and prosperity to her beloved forest
home—a hope that seemed doomed when
neighboring forces invaded Aratay. Now, with the
powerful Queen Naelin ruling by her side, Daleina
believes that her dream of ushering in a new era can
be realized, even in a land plagued by malevolent
nature spirits who thirst for the end of human life. And
then Naelin’s children are kidnapped by spirits.
Nothing is more important to her than her family, and
Naelin would rather watch the world burn than see
her children harmed. Blaming the defeated Queen
Merecot of Semo for the kidnapping, Naelin is ready
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to start a war—and has the power to do it. But
Merecot has grander plans than a bloody battle with
her southern neighbors. Taking the children is merely
one step in a plot to change the future of all Renthia,
either by ending the threat of spirits once and for all .
. . or plunging the world into chaos.

When Queens Ride By
This series focuses on the exercise of power, influence
and authority by particular categories, ranks and
types of women in medieval societies, and by
individual women; on the limitations, restrictions and
inhibitions placed or assumed on such activity; on the
opportunities open to women, and on the strategems
by which women were able to give effect to these
possibilities. Queens, Regents and
Potentatesconcentrates on the theme of women and
royal power, examining the available information
about specific royal women and reassessing their
access to and use of power and authority, and
drawing significant new conclusions about internal
politics and international relations in medieval
Europe.Contents and Contributors: PATRICIA
HUMPHREY, DONALD KAGAY, WILLIAM CLAY STALLS,
PENELOPE ADAIR, KAREN NICHOLAS, DOUGLAS C.
JANSEN, JOHN CARMI PARSONS, THERESA M. VANN,
JENNIFER R. GOODMAN

Ancient Queens
Dr G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville was the consultant for
Burke's Royal Families of the World, and his major
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work was the Chronology of World History. This
specially commissioned Book of the Kings & Queens
of Britain, a magisterial and entertainingly written
overview of British monarchs from Cerdic, First King of
Wessex, to George VI, is an invaluable guide to the
regal chronology of Britain, and contains many
insights into the foibles of one of the world's most
interesting and resilient constitutional monarchies through the vagaries of war, pestilence, regicide, civil
wars and marriage.

Queens of Academe
The Wordsworth Book of the Kings &
Queens of Britain
Lives of the Queens of Scotland and
English Princesses
Volume 7 of this influential Victorian study focuses on
Mary II (1662-1694), who succeeded her exiled father
James II.

The Kings and Queens of Britain
In Queens and Power in Medieval and Early Modern
England, Carole Levin and Robert Bucholz provide a
forum for the underexamined, anomalous reigns of
queens in history. These regimes, primarily regarded
as interruptions to the ?normal? male monarchy, have
been examined largely as isolated cases. This
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interdisciplinary study of queens throughout history
examines their connections to one another, their
constituents? perceptions of them, and the fallacies of
their historical reputations. The contributors consider
historical queens as well as fictional, mythic, and
biblical queens and how they were represented in
medieval and early modern England. They also give
modern readers a glimpse into the early modern
worldview, particularly regarding order, hierarchy,
rulership, property, biology, and the relationship
between the sexes. Considering topics as diverse as
how Queen Elizabeth?s unmarried status affected the
perception of her as a just and merciful queen to a
reevaluation of ?good Queen Anne? as more than just
an obese, conventional monarch, this volume
encourages readers to reexamine previously held
assumptions about the role of female monarchs in
early modern history.

The BBQ Queens' Big Book of BBQ
What happens when persons of several Latin
American national groups reside in the same
neighborhood-- Milagros Ricourt and Ruby Danta
consider the stories of women of different
nationalities--Colombian, Cuban, Dominican,
Ecuadorian, Peruvian, Puerto Rican, Uruguayan, and
others--who live together in Corona, a working-class
neighborhood in Queens. Corona has long been an
arrival point for immigrants and is now made up
predominantly of Spanish-speaking immigrants from
the Caribbean and South and Central America, with
smaller numbers from Asia, Africa, and Europe. There
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are also long-established populations of white
Americans, mainly of Italian origin, and African
Americans.The authors find that the new pan-Latin
American community in Corona has emerged from the
interactions of everyday living. Hispanas de Queens
focuses on the places where women gather in
Corona--bodegas, hospitals, schoolyards, and Roman
Catholic and Protestant churches--to show how
informal alliances arise from proximity.Ricourt and
Danta document how a group of leaders, mainly
women, consciously promoted this strong sense of
community to build panethnic organizations and a
Latino political voice. Hispanas de Queens shows how
a new group identity--Hispanic or Latino--is formed
without replacing an individual's identification as an
immigrant from a particular country. Instead, an
additional identity is created and can be mobilized by
pan-Latino leaders and organizations.
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